
ALVAH AND FORGLEN COMMUNITY COUNCIL

                 5th October 2015

Dear Sir,

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOUNDARY CHANGES FOR SCOTLAND

PROPOSALS FOR ABERDEENSHIRE COUNCIL AREA: BANFF AND DISTRICT 

WARD

The Alvah and Forglen Community council met on 29 September to discuss the proposal to 

transfer the Alvah and Forglen community from the Banff and District Ward to that of Troup. 

The council voted unanimously to oppose the proposal. It saw no advantage in such a move 

and it wanted its strong opposition to be formally recorded and taken into account.

The Community Council examined the proposal against the key criteria that the Boundary 
Commission is required by legislation to take into account - the interests of effective and 
convenient local government; local ties which would be broken by making a particular 
boundary; the desirability of fixing boundaries that are easily identifiable; and special 
geographical considerations. It concluded that insufficient weight had been given to these 
considerations before the proposal for change was made. 

The Alvah and Forglen community has seen Banff as its administrative centre for centuries. 

Troup looks to Macduff. Macduff is more industrialised than Banff with a shipyard and other 

industrial outlets including an industrial park. Alvah and Forglen is agricultural and has little 

in common with Macduff, culturally, historically, commercially or geographically. A change 

would break cultural and commercial links that have endured.   

The most relevant consideration by far is the River Deveron. It defines our area. It is the 

natural and easily identifiable boundary between Troup and Banff and District. Alvah and 

Forglen would be isolated from the rest of Troup by the river. There is no river crossing from 

Alvah and Forglen to Troup. The river crossings are at Banff and Turriff.  Alvah and Forglen 

adjoins the towns of Portsoy (via Hilton) Aberchirder and Banff - there are no obvious or 

easily identifiable boundaries.

Historically the link with Banff is obvious, longstanding and very strong.  On the closure of 

Alvah church in 1973, worshipers transferred to the Trinity and Alvah church in Banff. It is 

Banff not Macduff that is the closest place of worship for the residents of Alvah.

The proposal is based on a desire for mathematical parity between wards.  Examination of the 

figures shows that at present Banff is very close to parity whereas Troup falls short of parity 

by only 8% (well within the general tolerance of 10% recognised by LGBC and similar to 

other wards in Aberdeenshire). The proposal would reduce Troup’s shortfall by 5% but 

increase Banff’s variation by 5%. This dubious arithmetic improvement is negated by taking 

into account the natural boundary between the two wards and the significant historical and 

cultural differences. It would certainly not improve democratic efficiency or lead to better 

representation. Most importantly, it would go against the wishes of the resident community 

who want to protect their historical link with Banff.
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The Community Council judges the current arrangements, which have served the area well 

for many years, to be highly satisfactory. It sees no practical advantages but numerous 

disadvantages in the proposed change. It recommends in the strongest terms possible that it 

be rejected.   

Yours faithfully,

Rosemary Dewhurst,

Chairman Alvah and Forglen Community Council
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